AUSTRALASIA EXCLUSIVE RANGE

Our exclusive range of innovative machinery is regularly used by leading
turf care professionals on some of the worlds finest sports surfaces
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Campey Turf Care Systems has appointed well known industry
figure, Nick Brown, as their new Export Sales Manager.
Nick has over 20-years of experience in golf,
and sports turf and through his previous
role at Ransomes Jacobsen has extensive
knowledge of the international markets.
His understanding of these areas doesn’t
only come from work. Four generations of
his family were born and worked in the Far
East, and he has lived in Australia, Malaysia,
Singapore and predominantly Indonesia
across 25 years.
His experience in this part of the world, in
particular his knowledge of local cultures,
makes him exceptionally well suited to the
role, and his decision to join the company
is centred on Campey’s innovation and
creativity as well as the core value of building
and maintaining long lasting customer
relationships.
Nick Explained: “Campey is a highly regarded
company in the turf industry here in the
United Kingdom and across the world. They
have earned that reputation by providing
innovative, reliable and robust machinery that
meets the needs of customers through an
excellent distribution base.
“In my new role, I want to build on the
consistent and well-known message that

Campey is always willing to go the extra mile
to help. I have always worked on the basis
of ‘making a customer, not a sale,’ and that
matches perfectly with the common goals and
message the Campey team has.
“By listening to customers and what they
need, we can continue to make machines that
solve common issues while thinking one step
ahead and finding more creative solutions to
improve turf quality. I think by putting these
aspects together we can grow the Campey
brand into new territories and I’m looking
forward to working with everyone in the team.”
Nick joins Campey during a challenging time
for global travel and distribution, but Campey
chairman, Richard Campey, believes Nick’s
knowledge and enthusiasm will bring a fresh
approach to the situation.
“Nick is someone who comes with a lot of
experience and will be a great asset to our
company, and we’re delighted to welcome
him to Campey,” Richard began. “He joins
us at a time of constant change in terms of
global travel, in particular the restrictions we
have to work with while still providing the best
service to our customers. With support from
our Director Lee Morgado, who is already

well-known to our dealer network and end
users from the middle east to Australasia we
hope to continue to grow in these established
and new markets. That will require a different
approach in terms of connecting with our
export markets, and I’ve got no doubt
that Nick will take that challenge on with
enthusiasm.”
Campey currently has 53 distributors across
Europe, Asia, North and South America and the
Middle East. Their wide range of product lines
has allowed them to assist turf professionals
across the world in improving turf standards
through innovations in fraise mowing, aeration,
spreading and seeding.
For any international enquiries,
contact Nick at nick@campeyturfcare.com
or phone +44 7974 318 584.
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Innovative machinery designed by turf care
experts for turf care experts
CAMPEY

Here is a selection of the Campey™ range of high quality
purpose built equipment designed for and by leading
groundsmen to enable turf managers to meet the increased
demands placed on modern sports turf surfaces.

TM

Uni-Scratch

The Campey™ UNIRAKE™ designed to accurately maintain
natural and synthetic grass including hybrid surfaces. Offering
high intensity grooming that can be calibrated in its severity.
The Campey™ Uni-Scratch has been developed to infill or refill
when installing or looking after synthetic grass carpets. It can
also be used for the final organic matter removal on natural grass
hybrid carpet pitches when carrying out annual renovations.
The Campey™ TB 220 a heavy-duty, but lightweight, towed brush
system for brushing in top-dressing on greens and other fine turf
surfaces. The brush unit is free-floating and has the option to lockout either the front or rear brush as required.
The Campey™ SPEEDRESSER™ 18H and 24H are bulk dropspreader designed to handle all top dressing materials. The 4
flotation tyres on pivoting axle minimise the risk of turf damage
and compaction. Ideal for golf courses and sports fields use,
both with private clubs, local authorities and contractors.
To find out more information about the Imants machinery or
any of the Campey exclusive range of turf care products simply
call +44 (0)1260 224568, or visit www.campeyturfcare.com
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Line Marker

Simply Precise
The CAMPEY™ LM3010 / LM3012 is a simple, durable and easy to
operate liquid transfer line marker. Marking material is transferred
from the 30ltr hopper to the 10cm or 12cm wide marking wheel
by a grooved rubber roller, giving even, accurate lines. Features
adjustable, tubular steel handles, pneumatic tyres and has an
adjustable flow rate. Front roller allows marking up to post or flag.
Recommended marking materials include propriety marking paints,
emulsion paint, etc. Always check marking materials comply with
H.S.E guidelines for sports field use.

CAMPEY

TM

Dragmats

Simple, durable and easy to operate
liquid transfer line marker.

The CAMPEY™ Dragmats come in a variety of different sizes and
are available in heavy-duty reinforced rubber or steel construction.
Dragmats are ideal for rubbing-in top dressings, dew and clippings
dispersal. Small mats can be hand-pulled, while the wider units
are more suited to towing on the optional 3-point frame. Available
in 4 different widths, and 2 different thicknesses (rubber) for a
variety of different handling applications and tasks.

CAMPEY ™ TRAILERS
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Tipping Trailer
TTR2 Trailer

2 tonne hydraulic, rear tipping trailer on 300mm turf tyres. 2.44 x
1.52 trailer bed. Optional set of 460mm high mesh extension sides

TTR3.5 Trailer

3.5 tonne hydraulic, rear tipping trailer on 390mm turf tyres.
3.05 x 1.83 trailer bed.



 s above, with 1m high, mesh front & solid RH side extensions
A
(for Koro Work)

TTR4 Trailer

4 tonne hydraulic, rear tipping trailer on 390mm turf tyres.
3.35 x 1.83 trailer bed, with hydraulic brakes & handbrake.
As above, with mesh front & solid RH side extensions
(for Koro Work)

Roller
T180R

1.8m wide 3pt mounted. Ballast Roller.
406mm diameter. 190kg - 430kg.

CAMPEY ™ SPEEDRESSER™ 18H

Strength & speed
The Campey™ SPEEDRESSER™ 18H is a bulk drop-spreader designed
to handle all topdressing materials. The 4 flotation tyres on a pivoting axle
minimise the risk of turf damage and compaction. Ideal for golf courses and
sports fields use, both with private clubs, local authorities and contractors.
The SPEEDRESSER™ 18H requires a tractor of at least 30hp, and is driven
hydraulically from the tractor via an agitator and twin rollers. The high work rate
enables the spreading of dressings up to depths of 2mm-75mm in one pass.

Spreading width

1.80m

Overall width

10m

Body Length

3.00m (2.00m with drawbar removed)

Hopper Capacity

2.25m³ (3.25m³ with hopper extension)

Loading height

1.40m (1.75m with hopper extension) (69")

Gross weight

4,000kg (5,500kg with hopper extension)

Weight (unladen)

960kg (1050kg with hopper extention)

Tractor requirement

50hp +. Spool valve. Pick up hitch/drawbar

Tyres

4 x Ultra Trac 26.5 x 14 x 12

Operating speed

Up to 12mph (18kph)

		

CAMPEY ™ SPEEDRESSER™ 24H

Get the job done
properly and fast
The Campey™ SPEEDRESSER™ 24H is a 2.4m wide dropspreader designed to handle all topdressing material. The 4
flotation tyres minimise the risk of turf damage and compaction.
Ideal for golf courses and sports field use, both with private
clubs, local authorities and contractors. The SPEEDRESSER™
24H requires a tractor of at least 75hp, and is PTO driven, via
a heavy-duty transmission to an agitator and twin rollers. The
twin rollers are now hydraulically adjustable against a pre-set
stop to alter spreading rate applications. The high work rate
enables the spreading of topdressings up to depths of 2mm75mm in one pass.
Spreading width

2.40m

Overall width

2.65m

Body Length

2.30m

Hopper Capacity

5.75m³

Loading height

2.00m

Gross weight

9,250kgs

Weight (unladen)

2,250kgs

Tractor requirement

75ph +. Pick up hitch or clevis
drawbar & 2 spool valves

Tyres

4 x Flotation tyres - 15.5 x 14ply

Operating speed

Up to 12mph (18kph)
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CAMPEY ™ SPORTSFIELD HARROW

Aggressive surface
grooming
The CAMPEY™ Sportsfield Harrow is a tractor mounted
implement for aggressive surface grooming. It can be
used on turf, for standing prone grasses, dragging out
dead or dying organic matter, or creating a tilth prior to
seeding. The Campey™ Sportsfield Harrow also has an
application for grooming on hard porous surfaces and is
also ideal for gravel paths where regular use will prevent
the accumulation of moss and algae. This 3-point linkage
model can be mounted on all compact tractors of around
25hp and above.
Working width

2.5m

Spacing of tines

50mm

Diameter of tines

6mm

No of tines
			

33 double prong tines,
interpitched

Weight

120kg

Power requirements

25hp

Tractor requirements

Cat 1, 3 - point linkage
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CAMPEY ™ UNIRAKE™
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Natural & synthetic

We looked to the UniRake to improve our maintenance
operation on the Desso constructed pitches and to take
some of the weaker grasses out. This is because the pitches
get quite thick before the end of the season, but we also
use it during the renovation as well, and It’s been a huge
success for us.
Andy Jackson,

“

“

The Campey™ UNIRAKE™ is designed for and by
leading groundsmen to accurately maintain natural and
synthetic grass including hybrid surfaces. The Campey™
UNIRAKE™ offers high intensity grooming that can be
calibrated in its severity.

Head Groundsman, Stoke City Football Club

Working width

2.0m

Length

1.80m



Number of tines

136

Tine length

1337mm

Weight (approx)

675lbs

Power requirement

25hp +

Options

Brush

CAMPEY ™ UNIRAKE™

Artificial decompactor,
rotary scarifier
The Campey™ Uni-Scratch is the ideal solution for those
looking for professional and effective maintenance of natural
and synthetic grass surface.
The Campey™ Uni-Scratch has been developed to infill or refill
when installing or looking after synthetic grass carpets. It can
also be used for the final organic matter removal on natural grass
hybrid carpet pitches when carrying out annual renovations.
The Uni-Scratch moves on 4 supporting rollers which are
adjustable in height to allow the most appropriate working
depth. The rotors can be equipped with springs or linear
brushes in PPL. Rear linkage to tractors of at least 30hp.
Tines

3mm / 4mm optional

Size

0.90m (h) x 1.55m (w) x 1.00m (d)

Weight (approx)

454kgs

Working speed

1 - 3mph

Power requirement

Minimum of 30hp

Tractor requirement

540 PTO

CAMPEY ™ UNI-BRUSH
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Snow, dirt and
debris removal
Campey™ Uni-Brush Front Sweeper has been developed to fit
tractors from 18hp to 60hp. The compact design improves the
handling to guarantee fast and accurate work in any conditions.
The Campey™ Uni-Brush Front Sweeper is equipped with roller
brushes, suitable for snow removal and dirt and debris removal
on driveways. Extremely versatile for any kind of work, the right
tool for cleaning driveways, service areas, parking lots, yards and
snow removal.
The gearbox features fully hardened steel gears and ball bearings
in an oil bath enclosed cast-iron housing, and the double-chain
secondary transmission reduces maintenance to a simple
periodic check of the oil level and brush wear.

70cm work width
Compact & easy to handle
High quality poly brushes, 10 elements
1 driving speed
1 brush speed
Handlebar (foldable) with height adjustment
Honda GCV 160 OHC motor

CAMPEY ™ CORE COLLECTOR
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When core removal
is necessary
The Campey ‘Core Collector’ is an accessory that can save you
time and labour costs, when core removal is necessary after
aeration. As your aerator is operating, the Core Collector picks
up, contains & moves the cores to the collar, and when lifted to
make the next pass the cores are deposited on the collar. The
Core Collector can be mounted in a matter of minutes on walk
behind & tractor drawn aerators. Removal is just as simple and
can be stored easily with virtually no maintenance required.
Working width

1.2m

Weight (approx)

32kgs

Available for

Toro Procore 648,
Procore 864, Procore 660
John Deere 800, 1000, and 1500

CAMPEY ™ RAKE O ROTOR
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Seed bed preparation,
earth moving, raking
and ditching
The Rake O Rotor is a bi-directional 2-speed rotor allowing for
operation in both directions. Featuring a 25 degree angle and
28 degree tilt for ease in swaling and ditching. Oscillating gauge
wheels lock in level position for the 3-point hitch use. Dual
motor design delivers 40% more power & elimination of outside
bearings and chains. The Rake O Rotor also features a floating
rotor design, increased durability with carbide teeth, ditch cutters
& side shields. The Rake O Rotor can be used on a 3-point hitch
or skid steer hitch systems.
Working width

1.8m (72”)

Width

2.0m (80”)

Height

0.75m (30”)

Weight

500kgs

Drum speed

0-600rpm

CAMPEY ™ SLG-78VF SOIL SCREENER

Grecycling and
screening
The SLG-78VF is a portable vibratory soil screener, powered
by a 110v electric motor to give vibratory screen action and is
designed for loading with tractor buckets or skid-steer loaders of
up to 78” wide - adjustable screen angle and flow rate. Capable
of recycling and screening sand, soil, gravel and various other
materials, it is suitable for golf course, sports field and municipal
use. Its high mobility means it can easily be moved around a
site. Standard screen size is 19mm, with additional screen sizes
available as options.

Loading width

2.13m (84″)

Overall / transport width

2.43m (96″)

Load height / Overall height

2.00m (78”) 2.20m (86”)

Weight

950kg (2,100lbs)

Depth

1.22m (48”)

Power pack
		

Electric vibrating motor
– 110v / 50Hertz (1200W req’d)

Vibratory action
Suspension

Cantilevered Quad Spring

Screen angle
		

Adjustable screen
angle from 25° – 50°

Screen mesh productivity
		
		

220cm (86”) x 132cm (52”)
15 – 35 yds / hour depending
on screen and material

Standard screen mesh size

19mm x 100mm (3/4” x 4”)

Additional screen sizes
		

From 6mm
up to 100mm (1/4” up to 4”)
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CAMPEY ™ TB 220

Towed topdressing
brushing system
The Campey™ TB 220 is a heavy-duty, but lightweight,
towed brush system for brushing in topdressing on greens
and other fine turf surfaces. The brush unit is free-floating
and has the option to lock-out either the front or rear brush
as required. Other features include, 7 quick and accurate
brush height adjustments, quick attachment, adjustable hitch
height, sealed chain guards and integrated vertical storage
facility. The Campey™ TB 220 has a 2 year limited warranty.
Working width

1.3m

Overall width

165cm

Length

285cm

Height

62.5cm

Brush Diameter

37.5cm

Control Cable (electric) Length

375cm 12V actuator

Tyre sizes - Drive wheels

16 x 6.50 - 8

Weight

168kgs

CAMPEY ™ TRIPLE V BRUSH

Maintaining natural
turf and 3G synthetic
pitches
The CAMPEY™ Triple V Brush is a tractor mounted implement
for brushing in topdressing removing worm cast, standing up
grass prior to mowing and general presentation on natural turf.
The Campey™ V Brush is also suitable for use on sand-filled
and 3G synthetic pitches for taking out scuffs and footprints, redistributing infill and promoting a vertical sward. The reversible
mounting frame enables the V Brush to be mounted on the rear
or front linkage on tractors of 18hp and above. Individual brush
sections can easily be replaced when worn.
Working width		

1.8m

Weight			100kgs
Power requirements

18hp

Tractor requirements

Cat 1, 3 point linkage
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CAMPEY ™ GROUNDSMOWER TRAILER

CAMPEY ™

Triangle Brush
A tractor mounted Triangle Brush which is ideal for standing up the pile, brushing
surface infill to an even level finish and eye-catching presentation.

CAMPEY ™ EXCLUSIVE MACHINERY

KAAZ-DANARM™ PEDESTRIAN ROTARY MOWER 		

Pedestrian 21″ Rotary
mower with collection
PRO-HS spec, Honda GXV 160, rear roller
and replacement blade.

OPTION: Front mounted 24” straight brush with
mounting brackets, designed for fitting to Honda,
Kaaz and Lawnflite pedestrian rotary mowers

CAMPEY ™ ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

CAMPEY ™ HAND DRAG BRUSH

Hand Drag Brush
Heavy-duty hand drag brush for brushing in topdressing, removal
of dew and for brushing and levelling hard porous areas, as well
as for use on sand filled synthetic surfaces.

CAMPEY ™ EXCLUSIVE MACHINERY

CAMPEY ™ SYNTHOFLEX BRUSH

CAMPEY ™ EXCLUSIVE MACHINERY

Artificial surface
maintenance brush
A 3-point linkage mounted brush suitable for compact tractors
of 15hp. All galvanised / plastic construction, stiffness of bristles
can be easily altered by adjusting the plastic stiffening board.
For regular use on all artificial surfaces, stands up pile and helps
to level rubber crumb.

Working width

1.8m

Transport width

1.80m x 1.00m x 0.20m

Weight

40kgs

Tractor required

15hp

CAMPEY ™ GROUNDSMOWER TRAILER
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Ideal grounds mower
transportation
The Campey™ Groundsmower trailer is ideal to move any
grounds mower around easily and efficeintly. Designed to
be towed by any utility vehcile, or tractor. Manual lowering
of trailer bed to allow effortlessly loading of the mowers.
Can accommodate up to 2 mowers (depending on size).
Equipped with safety bar to keep mower(s) in position when
travelling.

Specification
Length

3.65m

Width

1.72m

Weight

185kgs

CAMPEY ™ TPC EASY LOAD TRAILER

TPC Easy Load Trailer
The CAMPEY™ TPC Easy Load trailer is ideal for transporting
the Toro Procore 648 around to wherever it’s being used.
The Procore can be loaded with swath boards, with or
without a core collector fitted. The fully galvanised trailer,
complete with 50mm ball or clevis drawbar and a locking
mechanism, makes for safe, easy transportation (travelling
up to 15mph/25kph), with a ratchet strap fitted over the
front wheel to secure it.
Length

3.65m

Width

1.72m

Weight

185kgs

Includes

Ratchet Strap for front wheel
of machine on the trailer

* Not for road use

CAMPEY ™ EXCLUSIVE MACHINERY

CAMPEY ™ EASY-LOAD TRAILER
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Easy-load trailer
Specialist easy-load trailer for transporting machinery
on roads and across turf areas. Designed to transport
the Air2G2, it will also accommodate other popular turf
machinery like the Toro Procore, John Deere Aeracore,
and small ride-on mowers. Fully road worthy, with brakes &
lighting, the tail-board ramp lowers to allow safe and easy
loading, & the tie-downs supplied will secure machinery in
place. Supplied with spare wheel.

Overall Length & Width

380cm x 178cm

Body Load Space

250cm x 178cm

Wheel - Tyre size

195 x 55 - 10

Gross Weight

1300k

Unladen Weight

300kg

Maximum payload

1000kg

CAMPEY ™ LINEMARKER LM3010 / LM3012

Simply precise
The CAMPEY™ LM3010 / LM3012 is a simple, durable and
easy to operate liquid transfer line marker. Marking material is
transferred from the 30ltr hopper to the 10cm or 12cm wide
marking wheel by a grooved rubber roller, giving even, accurate
lines. Features adjustable, tubular steel handles, pneumatic tyres
and has an adjustable flow rate. Front roller allows marking up to
post or flag. Recommended marking materials include propriety
marking paints, emulsion paint, etc. Always check marking
materials comply with H.S.E guidelines for sports field use.

Marking width

10cm

Overall / transport width

60cm

Hopper capacity

15 litres (3 gallons)

Weight (approx)

19.5kg

Carton dimensions

620mm x 660mm x 310mm

CLASSEN PRO PRO HSC18 HYDRO‑DRIVE

Speedy turf cutting
Maximize productivity for any application big or small with the
PRO HSC18 Turf Cutter. Whether you are repositioning or
relocating turf or expanding landscaping areas, the hydrostatic
drive delivers high productivity with smooth power in both
forward and reverse while providing the industry’s fastest
transport speed.

• Powered
 forward and reverse with industry-best 4.7 mph
transport speed

throttle/clutch control on handle results in simple
• Ioperation;
ntegrated releasing
the handle puts the machine into idle

vibration dampening systems provides enhanced
• Advanced

operator comfort even with extended run times
rear swivel wheel provides turning ease and
• Ilocks
ntegrated
in place for straight-line cutting

• Knobby
 tread drive wheels grip the turf better and reduce
dirt buildup
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MARTIN LISHMAN SPRAYER

Responsive easy
handle pedestrian
micro sprayer
Martin Lishman Micro-Spray pedestrian sprayer
combines control and power with is designed for all types
of sports grounds, golf courses and landscaping work.
The Martin Lishman Micro-Spray brings a new concept
in spraying versatility to the groundsman’s armoury. The
Martin Lishman Micro-Spray has a narrow footprint so
it can fit through most gateways and passageways to
tackle hard to reach spraying areas. The design ensures
it also has a low centre of gravity.
The comprehensive yet easy to use control box gives the
operator more control over the sprayer with changeable
motor direction to either walk behind or in front of the
sprayer, 12 motor speeds, bout marker selection and a
battery level indicator.
120 litre tank
Break back
2.5m 6 nozzle, 3 section folding boom
Independent shut-off nozzle bodies
Reduced drift air inclusion nozzles
Optional hand lance and a bout marker / triple nozzles
Boom height adjustment
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LIMPAR 72 BRUSH

CAMPEY ™ ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

Available accessories
Sweepings container (PVC)
Snow plough
Snow chains
Wheels with agricultural profile

Spring cleaning
to winter service
This is an entry-level model, ideal for spring cleaning or removing
foliage and winter service - for every season and every purpose
corresponding accessories are available e.g. collecting box, snow
blade, snow chains or different brush types. This allows you to do
your cleaning tasks professionally.
The sweeping brushes are centrally driven - this permits wall
conclusive sweeping, also in connection with a stable plastic
collector. The brush pressure is continuously adjustable and, the
brushes can be swivelled in different positions. The handlebar is
easily adjustable to your body size.
70cm work width
Compact & easy to handle
High quality poly brushes, 10 elements
1 driving speed
1 brush speed
Handlebar (foldable) with height adjustment
Honda GCV 160 OHC motor

LIMPAR V50

Greens scarifier
A beautiful, green lawn requires special care. In addition to mowing,
in particular, regular scarifying is required. Our scarifiers free the
turf of weeds, moss and lawn thatch, so that water and nutrients
can again get to the roots.
With their hardened blades they chop the flat-growing weeds,
comb out the moss and gently loosen the soil so that fertiliser and
nutrients can again get to the roots. The lawn is gently maintained
and will soon be a luxuriant green again.
The V40 and V50 have a stable, robust and torsion-free housing
with hardened blades for long satisfaction with your device and
steel rim tyres with ball bearings that are driven by powerful
motors – ideal for professional use in harsh conditions or for the
demanding user.

CAMPEY ™ ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

50cm work width
Stationary or flying blades
Variable height adjustment
Honda GP 160 OHV motor

ECHO ® POWER TOOLS

CAMPEY ™ ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

World class outdoor
power tools
PB-580T
Highest performance in its class. 58.2cc professionalgrade 2-stroke engine that delivers superior power and
durability. Padded backrest and shoulder straps for
comfortable operation. A vented back pad allows air to
circulate around the user for comfort in hot weather.

SRM-300TESU
Petrol Brushcutter
A professional quality brushcutter which combines
a lightweight design with outstanding performance,
making it ideal for all commercial grass cutting
applications. Featuring a 28.1cc two-stroke petrol
engine and ECHO’s High Torque technology.

ECHO ® POWER TOOLS
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PAS-2620ES
Multi-tool system
The PAS-2620ES Multi-tool system has a 25.4cc heavy
duty ECHO engine connected to a half length driveshaft.
It features Easy Start for almost effortless starting, a loop
handle and grouped cluster controls.
Seven optional tools can be fitted quickly and easily,
simply by pushing and tightening the preferred
attachment to the engine unit.

PB-770H
Industry’s best combination of airspeed and air
volume. 63.3 cc professional-grade, 2-stroke
engine with a padded backrest and shoulder
straps for comfort. Variable speed hip-mounted
throttle with cruise control for convenience. 756
CFM and 234 MPH.

TAS TRIMMER

1st choice of landscape
& golf course irrigation
professionals
The TAS Trimmer blade mounts on any straight shaft strimmer.
Once installed, the TAS Trimmer is ready to trim grass away from
sprinkler heads, valve boxes, yardage markers and tee markers in a
flash. The amount of time and energy saved is so great that it’s nearly
immeasurable. The TAS Trimmer is the #1 choice of landscape &
golf course irrigation professionals.
Fitment
The TAS Trimmer fits any straight shaft strimmer on the market and
mounts like a brush cutter attachment. Simply remove the original
strimmer head and attach the TAS Trimmer using the brush cutter
adapter kit for your make and model.
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DIGITAL ACCU-GUAGE

CAMPEY ™ ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

Professional height
of cut setting tool
The Digital Accu-Guage is the preferred height of cut setting tool
for the professional groundsman & greenkeeper. Tines Direct are
pleased to offer our bespoke specification as follows:

• 1 8” Bar length - most popular size to suit greens, tees and
outfield cutting units

• D igital - for ease of reading & setting
• M etric nomination - for UK & Europe
• A luminium carry case - protection for your gauge,
with die cut foam for perfect fit

FLEMING™ FERTILISER SPREADERS
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Cost effective
spreading
The Fleming Sitrex Wagtail Fertiliser Spreaders large capacity
fertiliser spreader. The Wagtail Fertiliser Spreaders are suitable
for use on small tractors. This implement is also a cost effective
means of spreading large quantities of fertiliser.
Model

FSC500W

FSC800W

500L

800L

1m

1.07m

Spreading Width

6-12m

6-12m

Weight

130kg

175kg

Load Capacity
Max Height

NOTES

If you have any questions or require more information don’t hesitate to get in touch,

simply call +44 (0)1260 224568, email info@campeyturfcare.com or visit www.campeyturfcare.com
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